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Invariancy of Sparse Recovery Algorithms
Milad Kharratzadeh, Arsalan Sharifnassab, and Massoud Babaie-Zadeh

Abstract—In this paper, a property for sparse recovery algorithms, called ‘invariancy’, is introduced. The significance of
invariancy is that the performance of the algorithms with this
property is less affected when the sensing (i.e., the dictionary) is
ill-conditioned. This is because for this kind of algorithms, there
exists implicitly an equivalent well-conditioned problem which is
being solved. Some examples of sparse recovery algorithms will
also be considered and it will be shown that some of them, such as
SL0, Basis Pursuit (using interior point LP solver), FOCUSS, and
hard thresholding algorithms are invariant and some others, like
Matching Pursuit and SPGL1, are not. Then, as an application
example of invariancy property, a sparse-decomposition-based
method for Direction of Arrival (DOA) estimation is reviewed,
and it is shown that if an invariant algorithm is utilized for
solving the corresponding sparse recovery problem, the spatial
characteristics of the sensors will have essentially no effect on
the final estimation, provided that the number of sensors is large
enough.
Index Terms—Invariancy, sparse decomposition, compressed
sensing, Invariance of optimization algorithms, Direction of
Arrival (DOA) estimation.

example, in Compressed Sensing (CS) [6], [7], [8], [9], underdetermined Sparse Component Analysis (SCA) and source
separation [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], atomic decomposition
on overcomplete dictionaries [15], [16], [17], Blind Source
Separation (BSS) [18] of sparse sources, decoding real field
codes [19], [20], image deconvolution [21], [22], [23], image
denoising [24], [25], electromagnetic imaging, Direction of
Arrival (DOA) estimation [26], etc.
Finding the sparsest solution of a USLE by directly solving
(2) requires a combinatorial search and is generally NP-hard.
Thus, many different algorithms, called sparse recovery algorithms, have been proposed for estimating the sparse solution.
Examples include Basis Pursuit (BP) [15], Matching Pursuit
(MP) [1], Smoothed L0 (SL0) [27], [28], [29], SPGL1 [30],
[31], and FOCUSS [26]. Basis Pursuit, as one of the most
successful ideas, minimizes `1 norm instead of `0 norm; that
is, it solves the problem
P1 :

I. I NTRODUCTION
Let A = [a1 , . . . , aM ] be an N × M matrix with M > N ,
where ai ’s, i = 1, . . . , M denote its columns, and consider
the Underdetermined System of Linear Equations (USLE)
(1)

Being underdetermined, this system has generally infinitely
many solutions. By the sparsest solution of the above system
one means a solution, s, which has as small as possible number
of non-zero elements. In other words, it is the solution of
P0 :

Minimize ksk0 subject to x = As,
s

s

subject to x = As,

i=1

where si ’s are elements of vector s.

A. Underdetermined system of linear equations

As = x.

M
X
Minimize
|si |

(2)

where k · k0 denotes the so called `0 norm of a vector,
that is, the number of its non-zero elements. In signal (or
atomic) decomposition viewpoint, x is a signal which is to
be decomposed as a linear combination of ai ’s (columns of
A), i = 1, . . . , M , hence, ai ’s are usually called ‘atoms’ [1],
and A is called the ‘dictionary’ over which the signal is to be
decomposed.
This sparse solution of (1), which is unique under certain
conditions [2], [3], [4], [5], has attracted the attention of
many researchers from different viewpoints during the last
decade, because of its numerous applications. It is used, for
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B. Conditioning of a dictionary
In this paper, we use the term ‘conditioning’ to refer to
how ‘different’ the atoms of the dictionary are. There are
many different ways to quantitatively measure conditioning.
One of the most prevalent measures is the condition number
of a matrix [32], which arises in studying the sensitivity of the
solution of a system of linear equations to noise. Mutual coherence [2], [3] defined as the maximum correlation coefficient
between the columns of the dictionary and Restricted Isometry
Property (RIP) constant [33] can also be seen as measures of
conditioning of the dictionary (arisen in the context of finding
the sparse solution of a USLE). The s-th order restricted
isometry constant δs of matrix A, also called RIP constant
or Restricted Isometry Constant (RIC) of A, is defined [33]
as the smallest number satisfying:
1 − δs ≤

kAsk22
≤ 1 + δs ,
ksk22

∀s ∈ Rm :

ksk0 = s.

where k.k2 represents Euclidean norm.
The performance of a sparse recovery algorithm is generally
affected by ‘conditioning’ of the dictionary. For example,
a large mutual coherence means having two very similar
atoms (i.e., a bad conditioning in the dictionary) which can
cause difficulties for sparse recovery algorithms to find the
sparse solution. In general, conditioning of the dictionary can
affect sparse recovery algorithms in different ways, such as
convergence rate, accuracy of the final estimation, theoretical
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performance guarantees (e.g., Theorems 1 and 2 below), and
solution sensitivity.
As an example, for Basis Pursuit algorithm, there are
different conditions under which the equivalence of P1 and
P0 problems is guaranteed. Let M (A) denote the mutual
coherence of A. It is shown in [2] and [3] that:
Theorem 1. If (1) has a solution s0 , for which ks0 k0 < 12 (1+
M (A)−1 ), then, it is the unique solution of both `1 and `0
minimization problems.
Another sufficient condition for the equivalence of P0 and
P1 is given in [33] based on RIC:
√
Theorem 2. If δ2s < 2 − 1, then, P0 and P1 problems are
equivalent.
There has been several papers providing larger upper bounds
for δ2s than the one in Theorem 2. For instance, recently, the
condition has been improved to δ2s < 0.493 [34].
C. Our contributions
In this paper, we introduce a property for sparse recovery
algorithms, which we call invariancy. We see that a sparse
recovery algorithm with such a property is more robust against
the conditioning of the dictionary. For example, as a result of
this property, the theoretical bounds for performance of some
invariant algorithms (e.g., the bounds for BP mentioned in
Theorem 1 and 2) can be improved.
After introducing the invariancy property and discussing
its significance, the invariancy of some well-known sparse
recovery algorithms will be studied. In particular, we show that
BP using interior-point Linear Programming (LP) solver, SL0,
and FOCUSS are invariant, while MP and SPGL1 are not. As
an example application, we consider the problem of Direction
of Arrival (DOA) estimation using sparse representation [26].
We show that if an invariant sparse recovery algorithm is used
for solving this problem, and if the number of sensors is sufficiently large, then the estimated DOA is almost independent
of the positions of the sensors.
Moreover, we show that some non-invariant algorithms can
be modified to become invariant. As an example, with a
simple modification, we convert a class of greedy algorithms
(which are normally non-invariant) to invariant ones. The
improvement in performance of the modified algorithms will
then be numerically studied.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
invariancy property of sparse recovery algorithms is defined
and its significance is discussed. In Section III, we study the
invariancy of some of the existing sparse recovery algorithms.
Section IV studies the application of invariancy in DOA
estimation. Finally, Section V provides some numerical results.
II. D EFINITION OF I NVARIANCY AND ITS S IGNIFICANCE
A. Definition
Algorithms for finding the sparse solution of (1) take A
and x as inputs and give ŝ in their output as an estimation
of the sparsest solution. Mathematically, such an algorithm
and its estimate can be denoted as ŝ = F(A, x), in which F

represents the algorithm. Usually, sparse recovery algorithms
are iterative, and they can be seen as creating a converging
sequence of improving approximate solutions. For an iterative
algorithm F, denote the sequence of these approximate solutions by {si }K
i=1 , where sK = ŝ is the final solution given by
the algorithm. We call this sequence of estimations, a solution
path1 .
Now, consider a second problem,
(BA)s = (Bx).

(3)

where B is an N × N invertible matrix. This linear transformation of the dictionary may arise for example as a result
of sensors displacement (see section IV for an application to
DOA estimation). An invariant algorithm is expected to show
identical performance—iteration by iteration—when solving
problems (1) and (3). More specifically, it is expected that the
solution paths that the algorithm gives for these two problems
are identical. Formally:
Definition 1 (Invariancy). Consider problems (1) and (3)
and assume that an iterative algorithm, F, respectively gives
K2
1
solution paths {si }K
i=1 and {s̃i }i=1 for these problems. Then,
the sparse recovery algorithm F is called invariant if for any
given A and x and any invertible N × N matrix B,
K1 = K2 ,
si = s̃i ,

∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K1 }.

B. Significance of invariancy
Invariant algorithms have the interesting property of being
more robust against the conditioning of the dictionary. The
reason is the existence of an equivalent, implicit problem, with
a well-conditioned dictionary. For instance, assume that A in
problem (1) is ill-conditioned (e.g., it has a large RIP). If there
exists a matrix B such that BA is better conditioned, then
problem (3) will have a dictionary which is better conditioned
than A. So, an invariant algorithm solves the ill-conditoned
problem (1) as easy as the better-conditioned problem (3). We
discuss the existence of such B in appendix A. Note, however,
that there is no need to explicitly find B, and its existence is
sufficient, as we still solve problem (1) to find the solution.
In other words, the estimation quality of invariant algorithms
is less affected by the sensing conditions, due to the existence
of an equivalent problem with more proper sensing conditions. Since invariant algorithms find the same solutions for
both problems, we can say that they are more robust to illconditioned sensing.
For example, in atomic decomposition, if there are two
highly correlated atoms, the dictionary will have relatively
high mutual coherence and thus will be ill-conditioned, in
mutual coherence sense. In this case, the correlated atoms
may be mistaken by the algorithm, affecting its estimation.
However, there usually exists a matrix B that reduces the
1 The term ‘solution path’ has been used in many settings to refer to
sequences of solutions. For instance, in the sparse regression literature, the
‘solution path’ of LASSO has been extensively studied (e.g., [35]).
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mutual coherence2 , and hence an invariant algorithm will
be less affected by the ill-conditioned dictionary, because
implicitly it is working with a low coherence dictionary.
As another example, in Blind Source Separation (BSS) [18],
where the number of sensors is smaller than or equal to the
number of sources, one may encounter highly correlated rows
in the mixing matrix A, where some sensors are close to
each other. Then, A is ill-conditioned (in condition number
sense), and a sparse recovery algorithm may have difficulties
in finding the sparse solution of (1), since signals picked up by
the close sensors are very similar. However, if the algorithm
is invariant, it would be insensitive to this high correlation
between the rows. This is because there exists a matrix B,
for which BA has orthogonal rows (this B can be obtained
for example by Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization; see also
Appendix A), and the invariant algorithm is implicitly working
with this new mixing matrix with orthogonal rows. Another
practical example will be studied in detail in Section IV.
C. Improved performance bounds
In addition to the robustness of algorithms, the analytical
guarantee for performance of some invariant algorithms can be
improved, since we can use the performance bounds of wellconditioned problems for ill-conditioned ones. For example,
the guarantee bound of BP given in Theorem 1 can be
enhanced as follows.
Proposition 1. Let:
M̃ (A) , inf (M (BA)) ,
B

where M (·) is the mutual coherence and the infimum is taken
over invertible square matrices B. Then, s0 is the unique
solution of P1 and P0 problems if

1
−1
1 + M̃ (A)
.
(4)
ks0 k0 <
2
Proof: First, note that M (BA) is always greater than or
equal to zero, and its infimum exists. Thus, there is a sequence
of invertible matrices Bi for which M (Bi A) converges to
inf M (BA) over invertible matrices B. Therefore,
it follows


−1
from (4) that there exists a B such that 21 1 + M (BA)
−
ks0 k0 > 0. So, on the grounds of Theorem 1, s0 is the
unique solution of P1 and P0 problems for (3). However, every
solution of (1) is a solution of (3) and vice versa. Hence, P1
and P0 are equivalent also for (1).
The upper bound given in Proposition 1 is larger than
or equal to the bound in Theorem 1, because by definition
M̃ (A) ≤ M (A). There are some numerical results in the
Appendix A, presenting upper bounds for the average value
of M̃ (A)/M (A) and the average value of the ratio between
the bounds given by Theorem 1 and Proposition 1, in the case
of randomly generated matrices.
Similarly, the following proposition improves the bound
given in Theorem 2 for equivalence of P0 and P1 .
2 For example, if A is an invertible square matrix, by multiplying it by
its inverse, A−1 , the mutual coherence of the resulted dictionary (identity
dictionary) will be zero. Refer to appendix A for further discussions and
algorithmic approaches to find such a B.

Proposition 2. Define the s-th order enhanced RIC of matrix
A as:
δ̃s (A) , inf δs (BA),
(5)
B

√
where δs (A) is the RIC of A. Then, if δ̃2s < 2−1 (or any of
the improved upper bounds), the solutions of P0 and P1 found
by BP are equal (i.e., P0 and P1 problems are equivalent).
Since δ̃2s ≤ δ2s , Proposition 2 presents a stronger statement
than Theorem 2. Note, however, that since the computation of
the RIC is an NP hard problem, so is the computation of δ̃s in
(5). We will present some numerical results in Appendix A in
which we obtain lower bounds for how much (5) enhances the
RIC for random matrices of small sizes, for which the RICs
can be practically computed.
As an example, it will be seen in Section III that BP with
interior-point LP solver is invariant, and hence its successful
recovery is guaranteed under conditions (4) and (5).
D. Performance enhancement of non-invariant algorithms
Having the invariancy insight in mind, it may be possible
to increase the robustness of some non-invariant algorithms
against ill-conditioning by modifying them to become invariant. For example, Matching Pursuit (MP) family of algorithms, namely original MP, Orthogonal MP (OMP) [36],
Regularized OMP (ROMP) [37], and Compressive Sampling
MP (CoSaMP) [38] as well as Iterative hard thresholding
(IHT) [39] and hard thresholding pursuit (HTP) [40] algorithms are non-invariant (as will be studied in Section III).
However, we can modify these algorithms to become invariant. This modification is done by adding an initial step of
orthogonalizing the rows of the dictionary before utilizing
the algorithm to solve the P0 problem. In other words, one
should first find a matrix C, for which the rows of CA are
orthonormal (such a C can be found for example from GramSchmidt Orthogonalization; note that C is different for different dictionaries and is not unique), and then utilize the greedy
algorithm to find the sparsest solution of CAs = Cx. We
call the resulting algorithms (with the orthogonalization step)
IMP, IOMP, IROMP, ICoSaMP, IIHT, and IHTP respectively,
whose invariancy will be verified in Section III.
For instance, it is guaranteed that for the s-sparse solution
vector s, if δ4s ≤ 0.1, then the CoSaMP algorithm finds
the sparsest solution s of the P0 problem correctly [38].
Considering ICoSaMP being invariant, we can state a similar performance guarantee condition for ICoSaMP as in the
following proposition.
Proposition 3. For a given dictionary A, let C denote a
matrix for which the rows of CA are orthonormal. Also define
δ̄s (A) , δs (CA). Then, if P0 has an s-sparse solution and
δ̄4s (A) ≤ 0.1, then ICoSaMP finds this solution correctly.
Note that row orthogonalization cannot convert every noninvariant algorithm to an invariant one. In fact, it only works
for algorithms having the property F(UA, Ux) = F(A, x),
for all unitary matrices U. Row orthogonalization is just an
example we used here to achieve invariancy for MP family.
However, it is neither the only, nor necessarily the optimal
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approach. For example, we could achieve invariancy by choosing a C that minimizes the RIC of CA (which is of course
impractical, since finding such C is NP–hard). Let us call this
algorithm that preconditions A using this specific C before
applying CoSaMP, ICoSaMP2 (to diffrentiate it with ICoSaMP
that applies an orthogonalizing C). Thus, the performance
bound of CoSaMP would be further improved by ICoSaMP2
than by ICoSaMP.
A similar concept in the literature is the idea of premultiplying the measurement matrix and observation vector
by an invertible matrix which is known to be useful in the
optimization literature (where it is known as “preconditioning”) and has also been used in the context of sparse signal
recovery [41], [42], [43], [44]. In our proposed framework, the
preconditioning techniques can be seen as ways to improve
the performance of non–invariant algorithms. Note that the
definition of invariancy implies that invariant algorithms do not
need preconditioning as they are handling it inherently (i.e.,
without actually computing and pre-multiplying any matrices).
In Section V, we show through some numerical experiments
how the proposed modifications (e.g., orthogonalization) improves the performance of these algorithms.
E. Presence of noise
In practice, there is always a noise level present in SCA
problems, and one needs to find the sparse solution of x =
As + n, where, n is the n × 1 vector of sensing noise (which
is usually assumed to be iid and Gaussian). We are especially
interested in the question: how this noise affects the performance of invariant algorithms. Actually, as shown in [16],
both P0 and P1 problems are inherently unstable against
noise, and instead of them, their noise-aware variants should
be considered. The key-point in stabilizing these problems is
replacing the exact sparse decomposition (x = As) with an
approximate sparse decomposition (kx − Ask2 ≤ ) [45].
Performance analysis of invariant algorithms in the noisy
case is probably very tricky, and is not studied in this paper. To
see the reason, consider an invariant algorithm F computing
an estimation of s based on inputs A and x for the problem
x = As + n1 ,

(6)

Now, if we take an invertible N × N matrix B and use BA
as the sensing dictionary, the problem converts to:
y = (BA)s + n2 ,

(7)

where n2 is the noise vector with the same distribution as
n1 . By definition, we have F(BA, y) = F(A, x0 ), where
x0 = B−1 y = As + B−1 n2 . Compared to x = As + n1 , the
vector x0 may have smaller or larger noise level depending on
the singular values of B. Moreover, the entries of the noise
term in x0 , i.e., B−1 n2 , would not be iid if B is not unitary.
However, the following example shows that to have a formal
analysis, we need to make further assumptions. Here, we
focus our attention on a special case where B is unitary.
In this case, the distribution of B−1 n2 would be the same
as n1 . Thus, the two problems As = x0 and As = x
are equivalent (note that we are dealing with problems, not

problem instances). Hence, for an invariant algorithm F, we
have F(BA, y) = F(A, x0 ) = F(A, x). In other words,
performance of invariant algorithms in presence of noise is
not affected if the dictionary undergoes unitary linear transformations.
Although formal analysis of invariant algorithms for the
noisy case is tricky, intuition proposes that if the amount of
noise is “small enough”, then the performance of invariant
algorithms is not highly affected by the conditioning of the
dictionary, where “small enough” depends actually on the
conditioning of the dictionary. A similar intuitive statement
has been stated in [46, Section IV-D] in discussion of the affect
of noise on the performance of ‘equivariant’ BSS algorithms
(see the next subsection for a brief review on equivariancy in
BSS community).
F. Related concepts in other fields
A similar concept, also called invariancy (or affine invariancy), exists in optimization [47, Section 3.3] [48]. To
review the definition of invariancy in that context, consider the
problem of optimizing a cost function f (x) and an iterative
optimization algorithm which produces a sequence of points,
{x0 , x1 , . . . }, converging to the estimated optimizer of this
function. Consider now the affine transformation y = Bx+b,
where B is an invertible square matrix. Then, a function
f (x) can be regarded as being computed either from x (say
fx (x)) or from y (say fy (y) = fx (B−1 (y − b))). Let
now {x0 , x1 , . . . } be the sequence produced by applying an
optimization algorithm on fx (x), and {y0 , y1 , . . . } be the
sequence produced by applying it on fy (y). If for all k,
yk = Bxk + b, then this optimization algorithm is said to
be invariant. It is important to note on the significance of this
property: an invariant optimization algorithm is not affected
by the conditioning of the Hessian of the cost function; this
is because it is ‘implicitly’ working in another domain with
a well-conditioned Hessian matrix. In fact, the problem can
be transformed to another domain in which the Hessian is
the identity matrix [47] (see Fig.1). For example, steepest
descent algorithm is not invariant, while Newton algorithm
is [47]. Hence, large condition number of the Hessian of
the cost function is not important for the Newton algorithm,
while it has a significant impact on the convergence of the
steepest descent algorithm. Another well-known example is
the conjugate gradient algorithm which is widely used in many
applications because of its invariancy [47]. See [48] for more
details.
A relatively similar concept exists in BSS which is called
‘equivariancy’ [46]. To express the BSS problem, suppose that
M source signals are recorded by N sensors, each of which
records a combination of all sources. In linear instantaneous
(noiseless) model, it is assumed that x(t) = As(t) in which
x(t) = [x1 (t), . . . , xN (t)]T and s(t) = [s1 (t), . . . , sM (t)]T
are the N × 1 and M × 1 vectors of source and recorded
signals, respectively, and A is the N × M (unknown) mixing matrix. The goal of BSS is then to find s(t) only by
observing x(t) (hence the term ‘Blind’). If the number of
sensors is equal to the number of sources (M = N ), then a
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of P0 . So, depending on the algorithm used for solving P1 ,
it can be invariant or non-invariant. Usually, BP is solved by
converting the problem to linear programming (LP), and so,
its invariancy depends on the LP solver that is used.
Lemma 1. BP based on primal-dual interior-point algorithm [50] (as its LP solver) is invariant.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.

Contours of cost functions
 of optimization
 problems
 with Hessian
1
0.7
1 0
and (b) H2 =
. Although non0.7
1
0 1
invariant algorithms may have difficulty working with ill-conditioned Hessian
of the first problem (e.g., in terms of speed of convergence) it is not different
for an invariant optimization algorithm to solve either problem.
matrices (a) H1 =

BSS algorithm takes the observed vectors x(t) and estimates
the source vectors ŝ(t), usually by estimating the mixing
matrix. Mathematically, such an algorithm and its estimate
can be denoted as Â(t) = G(x(t)), in which G represents
the algorithm. A BSS algorithm is said to be ‘equivariant’
if G(Bx(t)) = BG(x(t)). The significance of equivariant
algorithms is that they can separate the sources without
sensitivity to the ‘hardness’ of the mixing system, i.e., the
conditioning of the mixing matrix (mathematically, ŝ(t) =
G(x(t))−1 x(t) = [AG(s(t))]−1 As(t) = G(s(t))−1 s(t)). For
example, an equivariant BSS algorithm retrieves the sources
that are mixed by A = [1, 0.99; 0.99, 1] with the same quality
as they were mixed by A = [1, 0.1; 0.1, 1]. This is because
an equivariant algorithm implicitly is working on a problem in
which sources are not mixed at all. This is derived by setting
B = A−1 .
As mentioned earlier, pre-multiplying the measurement matrix and observation vector by an invertible matrix, known as
preconditioning, is useful in the optimization and sparse signal
recovery literature [41], [42], [43], [44]. We differ from the
preconditioning literature in an important way (in fact, the
two approaches can be seen as complementary). To see this,
note that by introducing invariancy, we show that invariant
algorithms do not need preconditioning as they are handling it
inherently. Moreover, we show how some performance bounds
can be improved by the invariancy concept. Therefore, using
preconditioning is only meaningful in the case of non-invariant
algorithms. In appendix A, we discuss and introduce some
novel preconditioning techniques based on the concept of
invariancy.
III. I NVARIANCY OF S OME S PARSE R ECOVERY
A LGORITHMS
In this section, we study the invariancy of some existing
sparse recovery algorithms such as BP [49], SL0 [28], MP [1],
IMP (see Section II-D), and FOCUSS [26]. The results are
stated in the form of a set of lemmas with proofs in the
Appendix B.
A. Basis Pursuit (BP)
BP, that is solving P1 instead of P0 , is not by itself an
algorithm; it is just an approach for estimating the solution

Lemma 2. Basis Pursuit with SPGL1 [30], [31] implementation is non-invariant.
Note that P1 is a convex problem and both BP, SPGL1
and many other algorithms are guaranteed to find its exact
solution. However, non-invariant algorithms like SPGL1 require substantially more effort to converge when the dictionary
tends to be ill-conditioned. As a result, in the case the
maximum number of iterations is limited or some tolerance
parameters are not chosen to be sufficiently small, the noninvariant algorithm fails to converge to the correct solution
for ill-conditioned dictionaries. Analytically, by being more
robust against the sensing conditions, the invariant algorithms
converge in the ill-conditioned problems, as quickly as in the
case of well-conditioned problems.
B. Smoothed `0 (SL0)
SL0 is another successful algorithm for sparse recovery, in
which the l0 norm is approximated by a series of smooth
functions whose minima can be obtained by gradient projection [28]. More precisely, let:
Fσ (s) ,

M
X

exp(−

i=1

si 2
),
2σ 2

where s is a vector of length M with elements si . When
σ → 0, Fσ gives an approximation to M − ksk0 . Hence,
SL0 presents the following idea:
1) Take the starting point as s0 = AT (AAT )−1 x, which is
the maximum of F∞ [29]. Choose a suitable decreasing
sequence for σ, i.e. [σ1 , · · · , σk ], where k is the number
of iterations.
2) For each i, maximize (approximately) the function Fσi
by applying a fixed number of Gradient-Projection iterations, that is, s ← s + (µσ 2 )∇Fσ followed by
s ← s − AT (AAT )−1 (As − x).
Lemma 3. SL0 is invariant.
Remark 1. The complex-valued version of SL0 [28] is
obtained just by replacing transpositions with Hermitians in
(28). All the arguments made for proving the invariancy of
the real-valued SL0 (in the appendix) still hold after replacing
transpositions with Hermitians and hence, complex-valued
SL0 is also invariant. The same argument can be made for
complex-valued BP introduced in [51].
C. Matching Pursuit (MP) family
MP is a greedy algorithm that expands the support set of s
in each iteration such that the correlation of the new atom with
the residual of the previous iteration is maximized. The first
step is to find the column of A (atom) that has the largest
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correlation with x. Then this atom is added to the set of
selected variables and an approximation of x based on this
selected variable is calculated. In the next iteration, the atom
that has the largest correlation with the residual (difference
between actual and approximated x) is added to the set of
selected atoms, a new approximation and residual based on
the new set of selected atoms is calculated, and the whole
process continues until a convergence criterion is met.
Lemma 4. MP, OMP, ROMP, and CoSaMP are non-invariant.
Lemma 5. The modified greedy algorithms IMP, IOMP,
IROMP, and ICoSaMP, which are obtained form MP, OMP,
ROMP, and CoSaMP by row orthogonalization (discussed in
Section II-D) are invariant.
D. FOCUSS
In FOCUSS [26], the starting point of the algorithm is
supposed to be chosen based on domain-specific knowledge
for the application. In the case that there is no suitable
solution available, it is shown through simulation in [52]
that the minimum `2 norm solution is a good choice. In the
following lemma, a starting point is invariant if it is identical
for problems As = x and BAs = Bx for any given A, x,
and square invertible B. An example of an invariant starting
point is the minimum l2 norm solution.
Lemma 6. FOCUSS algorithm is invariant if it starts from an
invariant starting point.
E. Exhaustive search
Exhaustive search solves a system of linear equations for
every support of s of size rank(A) and chooses the solution
with least l0 . Although exhaustive search is guaranteed to find
the exact solution, it needs combinatorially many computations
which is impractical. The next lemma states that this algorithm
is invariant.
Lemma 7. Exhaustive search algorithm is invariant.
This is an example which shows invariancy property does
not reflect efficiency of algorithms, but only robustness against
sensing conditions, in the sense of uniform performance.
F. Hard thresholding algorithms
Iterative hard thresholding (IHT) [39] and hard thresholding
pursuit (HTP) [40] are two other iterative algorithms for sparse
recovery. To find the s-sparse solution, IHT typically starts
with s0 = 0 and updates the solution at the i’th iteration as
follows:
IHT:

si+1 = Hs (si + AT (x − Asi )),

(8)

where Hs is the hard thresholding operator that keeps the s
largest components of a vector and sets the rest to zero. HTP
extends this simple algorithm and first, finds a good candidate
for the support and then, finds the vector with this support that

best fits the measurements:
HTP1: Ti+1 = {indices of the s largest entries of
si + AT (x − Asi )}

(9)

HTP2: si+1 = argmin{kAs − xk2 , supp(s) ∈ Ti+1 } (10)
Lemma 8. IHT and HTP are non-invariant.
Lemma 9. The modified greedy algorithms IIHT and IHTP,
which are obtained form IHT and HTP by row orthogonalization (discussed in Section II-D) are invariant.
IV. A N A PPLICATION E XAMPLE OF I NVARIANCY:
I NVARIANT DOA E STIMATION M ETHODS
In this section, we consider an application of sparse decomposition: Direction of Arrival (DOA) estimation [26]. We
show that utilizing invariant algorithms for solving the resulted
sparse decomposition problem leads to DOA estimators which
are almost invariant to the spatial locations of the sensors,
provided that the number of sensors is sufficiently large.
A. DOA estimation via sparse decomposition
Consider the following equation for a plane wave [53]:
E(r, ϕ) = ejkr cos(ϕ−θ) ,

(11)

where E is the electric field, k is the wave number defined
as 2π
λ (in which λ is the wavelength), (r, ϕ) are the polar
coordinates, and θ is the direction of arrival of the wave. Here,
only a narrow band signal model is considered. In this paper,
the data vector received at the array of sensors due to a plane
wave in the direction θ is briefly called data vector at direction
θ, and according to (11) is equal to:
a(θ) = [ejkr1 cos (ϕ1 −θ) , · · · , ejkrN cos (ϕN −θ) ]T ,

(12)

where {(ri , ϕi ) : i = 1, · · · , N } are the polar coordinates of
the sensors and N is the number of sensors.
The objective in DOA estimation is to find the angles of
arrivals of some impinging waves on a set of sensors, based
on the observed data vector at these sensors. Here, only twodimensional DOA estimation is studied and thus only one
angle (the so-called DOA) should be estimated for each wave.
There are many classic methods for estimating DOA, including
MUSIC [54], ESPRIT [55], and Matrix Pencil [56].
Gorodnitsky and Rao [26] converted the DOA estimation
problem into a sparse decomposition problem by introducing
a dictionary whose columns are data vectors of a set of angles,
Θ = {θi |i = 1, · · · , M }, where −π/2 ≤ θi < π/2. Note that
the choice of θi ’s (their total number, M , and whether they are
equidistant or not) is arbitrary and depends on the application.
They showed that if x denotes the data vector (outputs of the
sensors) and A denotes this dictionary, one should first find
the sparse solution of
"
#
x = a(θ1 ) a(θ2 ) · · · a(θM ) · s,
|

{z
A

}

(13)
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where a(θi ) is the data vector at direction θi . Then, the
nonzero entries of s determine the angular directions of the
sources that compose the received signal. For example, if the
i-th entry of s is nonzero, it is understood that there is an
incoming wave at the angular direction of θi , where a(θi ) is
the i-th column of the dictionary.

(15) can be approximated by P̂(r, ϕ)d̂(θ) with elemental error
less than . Therefore, we have the following approximation
for the dictionary:
A ' P̂(r, ϕ) · D̂(θ),
where:
#

"
B. Invariant DOA estimation using invariant sparse recovery
algorithms
In this section, we show that utilizing invariant algorithms
for solving (13) leads to DOA estimation methods which are
almost invariant to the locations of sensors, provided that the
number of sensors is large enough. To show this, we have to
prove that if the number of sensors is sufficiently large, then
any two sensor locations leading to A1 s = x1 and A2 s = x2
can be converted to each other through a multiplicative square
matrix. In other words, there exists a matrix B such that A2 ≈
BA1 and x2 ≈ Bx1 .
We first note that from (12) and (13) the data vectors and the
dictionary depend on both the locations of sensors, (rn , ϕn ),
and the angular direction of the wave, θ. We use now a
decomposition that separates the dependence of data vectors
on positions of sensors and propagation direction.
From the series expansion [57, Chapter 9]:
ejx cos α =

+∞
X

l=−∞

where Jl (·) is the l-th order Bessel function of the first kind,
we have:
+∞
X
(j)l Jl (krn )e−jlϕn ejlθ ,
an (θ) = ejkrn cos (ϕn −θ) =
l=−∞

(14)
where an is the n-th element of the data vector, a. The above
equation can be rewritten in the vector form as:
(15)

where r = (r1 , r2 , · · · , rN )T and ϕ = (ϕ1 , ϕ2 , · · · , ϕN )T are
the vectors of polar coordinates of the sensors. Elements of
N × ∞ matrix P(r, ϕ) and the ∞ × 1 vector d(θ) are given
by:
Pnl (r, ϕ) = (j)l Jl (krn )e−jlϕn ,
jlθ

dl (θ) = e

,

(16)
(17)

for n = 1, · · · , N and l = · · · , −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, · · · .
In this decomposition, P(r, ϕ) is only a function of the
positions of sensors and d(θ) is only a function of the
propagation direction. The main problem is that P and d are
of infinitePdimensions. However, according to (14), an (θ) =
L
limL→∞ l=−L (j)l Jl (krn )e−jlϕn ejlθ , hence:
∀ > 0, ∃n ∈ N :
|an (θm ) −

∀1 ≤ n ≤ N, 1 ≤ m ≤ M,
n
X

D̂(θ) = d̂(θ1 ) d̂(θ2 ) · · · d̂(θM ) .
We call P̂ the approximated location matrix.
Suppose now that we have two distinct sets of sensors with
polar coordinate sets (r1 , ϕ1 ) and (r2 , ϕ2 ). The number of
sensors in these two sets are assumed to be equal and large
enough to ensure the validity of the approximation in (18).
Now, by setting:
B , P̂2 (r2 , ϕ2 ) · (P̂H
(r1 , ϕ1 )P̂1 (r1 , ϕ1 ))−1 P̂H
1 (r1 , ϕ1 )
{z
}
| 1
pseudo-inverse of P̂1

(19)
where P̂1 and P̂2 are the approximated location matrices of
the two distinct sets of sensors, we will have:
P̂2 (r2 , ϕ2 ) = B · P̂1 (r1 , ϕ1 ).
Hence, if A1 and A2 are the corresponding dictionaries of
these two sets of sensors, i.e. A1 = P̂1 (r1 , ϕ1 ) · D̂(θ) and
A2 = P̂2 (r2 , ϕ2 ) · D̂(θ), then:

(j)l Jl (x)e−jlα ,

a(θ) = P(r, ϕ) · d(θ),

(18)

(j)l Jl (krn )e−jlϕn ejlθm | < .

l=−n

This means that we can truncate P(r, ϕ) and d(θ) at |l| = n
to achieve finite dimension P̂(r, ϕ) and d̂(θ), such that a(θ) in

A2 = B · A1 .

(20)

Remark 1. P̂ is an N × (2n + 1) matrix. In (19), we need
P̂ to have a wide pseudo-inverse (i.e., with no less rows than
columns) which requires P̂ to be tall, i.e. N > 2n . The
smallest n itself can as well be upper bounded where the
sensors are enclosed in a disk of radius R:
 2  

e
1
n = max
kR , kR + ln
,
(21)
2

which is independent of N and M . Hence, the number of
sensors must be greater than 2n , which only depends on the
required precision. We provide a proof for (21) in Appendix
B.
Since s only depends on the impinging signal (and not
on the locations of sensors), it does not change with sensors
transformations. Hence, from (20) we have:
x2 = B · x1
In summary, we showed that for any two distinct sets of
sensors, there exists a matrix that converts their dictionaries
and data vectors to each other, provided that the number of
sensors is large enough (to ensure the validity of the approximation (18)). Therefore, if an invariant algorithm is utilized
for solving (13), the final solution will be approximately
independent of the positions of the sensors. Note that the
existence of the matrices P, D, and B is only implicit, and
they are not explicitly used.
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V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we perform four experiments. The first
two experiments are to compare the performance of specific
invariant and non-invariant algorithms when the dictionary
tends to be ill-conditioned. The third experiment is on DOA
estimation and compares the robustness of the estimations
against the locations of sensors where specific invariant and
non-invariant algorithms are used. Finally, another experiment
supports the non-invariancy of OMP and SPGL1 algorithms.
Experiment 1. Robustness of sparse recovery algorithms
against the correlation of the columns of the dictionary
In this experiment, we compare the robustness of five sparse
recovery algorithms against the correlation of the columns of
the dictionary (in this case, a large mutual coherence signifies ill-conditioning). These algorithms are SL0 (invariant),
interior-point BP (invariant), IOMP (invariant), SPGL1 (noninvariant) and OMP (non-invariant)3 . To construct a 60 × 100
dictionary with a controlled correlation between its columns,
we first randomly created the elements of its odd columns
(columns 1, 3, . . . , 59) by a uniform distribution over (−1, 1).
Then, we created each even column by rotating the previous
odd column by an angle θ. Consequently, in the constructed
dictionary, the correlation between the (2k − 1)’th and (2k)’th
columns, for all k = 1, 2, . . . , 50, is equal to cos θ.
Next, we created a sparse 100 × 1 vector s with 15 nonzero entries, whose positions and values are selected randomly.
Then, x = As was calculated and (A, x) was given to
the above mentioned sparse recovery algorithms to give an
estimation of s denoted by ŝ. To measure the accuracy of the
estimation, we used Normalized Euclidean Distance (NED)
between s and ŝ, which is defined as
NED =

kŝ − sk2
1

(kŝk2 · ksk2 ) 2

.

The parameters of the algorithms used for the simulation
are σmin = 0.001 for SL0, MaxTol = 0.01 for BP (in
the options of MATLAB’s ‘linprog’ function), σ = 0
for SPGL1, and MaxIteration= ∞ for OMP and IOMP; all
other parameters of all algorithms are their default values. The
values of θ were changed from 5 to 90 degrees, and for each
θ, the simulation was run 200 times with different randomly
generated dictionaries (A) and sparse vectors (s).
Figure 2(a) shows the averaged NEDs over these 200 runs
versus θ. Moreover, in Fig. 2(b) we have depicted the averaged
number of iterations over these 200 runs after normalizing it
with respect to the minimum number of iterations. In other
words, Fig. 2(b) shows how the relative cost of calculations
varies where the problem tends to be ill-conditioned, i.e.
as θ becomes smaller. As it is seen in the figure, invariant
algorithms (SL0, BP, and IOMP) are more robust against the
3 The implementations used for these algorithms are as follows: 1) The
MATLAB code of SL0 is taken from ‘http://ee.sharif.edu/∼SLzero/’, 2)
Interior-point BP has been implemented using ‘linprog’ function in MATLAB’s optimization toolbox by setting off its ‘simplex’ option and setting
on its ‘largescale’ option, 3) For SPGL1, we have taken its code
from ‘http://www.cs.ubc.ca/labs/scl/spgl1/’, and 4) For OMP and IOMP, we
have used the OMP implementation in ‘SparseLab’ toolbox available at
‘http://sparselab.stanford.edu/’.

correlation of the columns of the dictionary. Moreover, it can
be seen that IOMP performs essentially more accurately and
is more robust than its non-invariant counterpart, OMP. Note
that in the number of iterations of BP we also consider the
number of iterations of its primal-dual interior-point LP solver.
Experiment 2. Robustness of sparse recovery algorithms
against the correlation of the rows of the dictionary
We repeated the previous experiment for the case where the
rows of the dictionary tend to be highly correlated (in this case,
ill-conditioning is signified by condition number). Here, a 60×
100 dictionary A is created similar to the previous experiment,
where the correlation between its (2k −1)’st and (2k)’th rows,
as opposed to columns in the previous experiment, is equal to
cos θ for all k = 1, 2, . . . , 30. The rest of the experiment is
the same as the previous one.
Figure 3 shows the averaged NEDs and the normalized
average number of iterations versus θ through 200 runs of
the simulation. As it can be seen, the invariant algorithms are
more robust against dictionary row correlations as well.
It is also seen in Figs. 2 and 3 that invariant algorithms show
more robustness against correlation of rows than correlation of
columns. A careful reader would probably expect such an observation from the discussions of Section II and Appendix A:
In fact, as stated there, where the rows are correlated, there
exists always a matrix B that converts the dictionary to a
new dictionary with completely uncorrelated rows. However,
where the columns are correlated, by multiplying a matrix B
we can only reduce column correlation (i.e., mutual coherence)
to some extent (not eliminating it as in the case of row correlation). However, such a B is not explicitly used anywhere, and
the above experiment verifies that in the case of high column
correlation case, too, invariant algorithms are more robust than
non-invariant ones.
Experiment 3. Robustness of DOA estimators against the
location of sensors
In this experiment, we study the effect of planar distribution
of sensors on the quality of DOA estimation. The sensors are
posed on two crossing straight lines (like a ×) with angle
θ, where the distance between two adjacent sensors in a line
is 0.4 meters. We assumed that the wave number is k = 1,
and that the total number of sensors posed on two crossing
lines is N = 139. With this choice of parameters, if n is
set to 69, maximum absolute value between elements of the
matrices in the two sides of (18) would be approximately
10−4 yielding validity of approximation in (18). We refer
to θ as a measure of the conditioning of the constellation:
sensing is well-conditioned for θ’s near 90◦ and tends to be
ill-conditioned where θ becomes very small. We would like to
estimate the directions of 4 impinging signals with different
angles from M = 180 possible propagation directions (i.e.
a 1 degree resolution; see (13)). Since we are dealing with
complex numbers, two complex-valued sparse decomposition
algorithms are used to estimate DOA’s: SL0 (invariant), and
SPGL1 (non-invariant). For the parameters of the algorithms,
we used σmin = 0.01 and σ-decreasing factor = 0.8 for SL0,
and σ = 0 for SPGL1. The value of θ was changed from 5 to
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Fig. 2. Effect of correlation of columns on the quality of estimation in invariant (SL0, BP, and IOMP) and non-invariant (OMP and SPGL1) sparse recovery
algorithms for the case of M = 100 and N = 60. The correlation of the (2k − 1)’st and (2k)’th column is equal to cos θ for all k = 1, 2, . . . , 50. (a)
The averaged NEDs of the five algorithms over 200 runs versus θ in degrees. (b) The average number of iterations over 200 runs versus θ, normalized with
respect to the number of iterations done in θ = 90◦ .
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Fig. 3. Effect of correlation of rows on the quality of estimation in invariant (SL0, BP, and IOMP) and non-invariant (OMP and SPGL1) sparse recovery
algorithms for the case of M = 100 and N = 60. The correlation of the (2k − 1)’st and (2k)’th row is equal to cos θ for all k = 1, 2, . . . , 30. (a) The
averaged NEDs of the five algorithms over 200 runs versus θ in degrees. (b) The average number of iterations over 200 runs versus θ, normalized with respect
to the number of iterations done in θ = 90◦ .

80 degrees and the experiment was repeated 100 times for each
θ. Figure 4 shows the Percentage Of Success (POS) versus
θ, where by a success we mean that maximum elemental
difference between original sparse vector and the estimated
vector is less than 0.1. Note that the performance of the
non-invariant algorithm improves as the correlation decreases
(i.e., larger θs). However, the invariant algorithm (SL0) has
a consistent performance, independent of the correlation (θ),
showing more robustness against the location of the sensors,
as expected.
Experiment 4. Non-invariancy of OMP and SPGL1
We provide self-contained proofs of non-invariancy for
some algorithms in Appendix B. In this experiment, we
provide only empirical support for the non-invariancy of OMP,
SPGL1, IHT and HTP algorithms. We generate a 60 × 100
random matrix A with elements uniformly and independently
distributed in (−1, 1), and use the orthogonalization method
mentioned in Appendix A to obtain orthonormal rows. Then,
for a given 0 < σ < 1, we create a matrix B = UΣV, where
U and V are 60 × 60 random unitary matrices and Σ is the

diagonal matrix with half of diagonal elements being 1 and the
other half equal to σ. Hence, the condition number of B would
be σ1 , and BA tends to be ill-conditioned when σ decreases.
For a random 15-sparse vector s (similar to Experiment 1),
we compute x = As and calculate F(BA, Bx) using the five
algorithms used in Experiment 1. The experiment is repeated
200 times for each σ and the resulted average NEDs are
plotted in Fig. 5. It can be seen that linear transformation have
essentially no effect on performance of invariant algorithms
(reflecting the robustness of these algorithms against high
condition number), whereas the error of the estimation of
OMP, SPGL1, IHT and HTP increases with condition number
of B, showing their non-invariancy.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this article, we introduced the concept of invariancy
of sparse recovery algorithms. The significance of invariant
algorithms is that they are more robust where the sensing
(the dictionary) is ill-conditioned, because ‘implicitly’ there
exists an equivalent well-conditioned problem, which is being
solved. In other words, being more robust against the sensing
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group of DOA estimators that are almost invariant to the spatial
distribution of sensors on a plane. The main direction for future
research will be the analysis of the noisy case. Although the
main emphasis of this paper is on the noiseless case, as we
briefly discussed in Section II-E, invariant algorithms can be
advantageous in noisy settings too. Future research will mainly
focus on providing better bounds for stability and recovery
conditions as well as improving the signal to noise ratio for
better recovery.
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We mentioned three measures for conditioning of a dictionary in Section II, namely condition number, mutual coherence, and RIC. In this appendix, we study improving these
measures by multiplying the dictionary by a matrix from the
left. First, we show that the condition number of the dictionary
can be simply set to unity (which is the least possible value).
Then, we propose a method to find an approximation of the
optimum matrix B that minimizes the mutual coherence of
BA (i.e., M (BA)). Next, we evaluate the extent to which
these methods can improve conditioning of the randomly
generated matrices through some numerical simulations. For
the case of RIP, since computation of the RIC is itself an NPhard problem, finding a B that minimizes RIC of BA can be
very difficult. Here, we use the same matrix, B, as the one
enhancing the condition number, and derive a lower bound for
how much (5) improves the RIC of random matrices, through
a simulation.

0.3

A = UΣV,

0.4

Fig. 5. Performance of invariant and non-invariant sparse recovery algorithms
when a 60 × 100 dictionary, A, undergoes a linear transformation (i.e., A ←
BA). Here, B is square matrix half of whose singular values are 1 and the
other half equal to σ (hence the condition number of B is σ1 ). The figure
shows the resulted NEDs versus σ.

conditions, the invariant algorithms will converge in the illconditioned problems, as quickly as in the case of wellconditioned problems. Besides these advantages, we showed
that it is possible to improve existing theoretical performance
bounds for some invariant algorithms, because we can use the
bounds of well-conditioned problems for ill-conditioned ones.
As some examples of invariant algorithms, we proved the invariancy of BP using interior-point LP solver, SL0, FOCUSS,
and the non-invariancy of MP, OMP, ROMP, ICoSaMP, IHT,
and HTP. We showed that these non-ivariant algorithms can be
modified, by adding an initial step of row orthogonalization,
to become invariant, and hence enjoy all the advantages of
invariant algorithms. As an example application, we studied a

where U (N × N ) and V (M × M ) are unitary matrices and


σ1
0 0 ··· 0

.. . .
. 
..
Σ=
.
. ..  ,
.
0
σn 0 · · · 0
in which σ1 , · · · , σn are called singular values of A. The
condition number of A is then defined as maxi,j σσji . Matrix
B that minimizes the condition number of BA can be written
as


σ1 −1
0

 −1
..
B=
U .
.
0

σn −1

Using such a preconditioner, the condition number of BA
would be 1, which is the least possible value.
B. Mutual Coherence
Here, we present an algorithmic approach to find an approximation of the matrix B that minimizes the mutual coherence
of BA. After the columns of A are normalized, the mutual
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Fig. 6. Improvement in mutual coherence and the bound guaranteeing equivalence of P1 and P0 problems when a suitable linear transformation is applied on
M (A)
dictionaries with 15 columns (i.e., M = 15). (a) Improvement in mutual coherence in terms of M (BA) versus N (i.e., the number of rows of the dictionary).
(b) Improvement in sparsity bound in terms of

(1+(M (BA)−1 ))
(1+(M (A)−1 ))

versus N .

coherence of A is equal to the maximum absolute value
of non-diagonal elements of AT A. Moreover, the diagonal
elements of AT A are equal to 1. Thus, the problem of
finding a nearly optimal matrix B can be formulated as an
optimization problem,



T
argmin max| (BA) BA ij |
s.t.
i6=j
(22)
B

(BA)T BA ii = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,

where (BA)T BA ij is the element in the i-th row and
the j-th column of (BA)T BA. However, this gives just an
approximation, because for the optimum matrix B, it is not
necessary to have (BA)T BA ii = 1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m (i.e.,
the constraint in (22) may possibly not hold for the optimal
matrix B). Let D = BT B, and hence (BA)T BA = AT DA.
In this case, D is positive semidefinite. On the other hand,
if we have such a D (i.e., positive semidefinite), Cholesky
decomposition [59] gives a B such that BT B = D. This
D can be found using the following convex optimization
problem:




T
argmin max| A DA ij |
s.t.
AT DA ii = 1,
D

i6=j

1 ≤ i ≤ m, and D is positive semidefinite.
(23)
The problem in (23) is a convex problem and can be solved
using semidefinite programming (SDP) [59], which is handled
for example by CVX toolbox for Matlab [60].
C. Numerical Results
In this subsection, we conduct two experiments in order
to see how much linear transformations can enhance mutual
coherence and RIP of random dictionaries.
Experiment 5. Mutual Coherence
In this experiment, we utilize the above mentioned method
to find a lower bound for the extent to which the mutual

coherence of a random dictionary can be enhanced, and
consequently how much Proposition 1 improves the bound
of Theorem 1 for equivalence of P1 and P0 problems. We
fix the number of columns of the dictionary to 15 (i.e.,
M = 15), vary N from 4 to 14 and construct random
matrices of size N × M whose elements are independently
drawn from uniform distribution on [−1, 1]. Then, we apply
the approach presented in the previous subsection to find a
matrix B that minimizes the mutual
coherence of BA and
(A)
(BA)−1 ))
and (1+(M
compute MM(BA)
(1+(M (A)−1 )) , which represent the
improvement in mutual coherence and the bound guaranteeing
the equivalence of P1 and P0 problems, respectively. The
results are plotted versus N in Fig. 6, where each point is
an average over 100 experiments. It can be seen that as the
number of rows increases, the improvement enhances.
Experiment 6. RIP
Due to the difficulty of finding a B that minimizes the
RIC of B, here we use the same B that minimizes condition
number. Simulations show that this choice of B also reduces
the RIC to some extent. The experiment is performed on
randomly generated dictionaries with elements independently
drawn from a uniform distribution on [−1, 1]. We consider
matrices of size 12 × 15 and computed the ratio of δk /δ̄k
for different k’s, where δk and δ̃k are the RICs of A and
BA, respectively. The average value of this ratio is plotted
versus k in Fig. 7, in which each point is an average over 100
experiments.
A PPENDIX B
P ROOFS .
In the following, for every variable in F(A, x), we denote
the corresponding variable in F(BA, Bx) by adding a ‘∼’
over it.
Proof of Lemma 1
P1 can be expressed in standard LP format as
Minimize cT s̄
s̄

s.t.

Ās̄ = x, s̄ ≥ 0,

12
0

It is easy to verify that x̃0 = x0 , λ̃ = B−T λ0 , and s̃0 = s0 .
As an example, we verify the first equality:

2

x̃0 = (BA)T (BAAT BT )−1 Bb

Improvement in RIP

1.8

= AT BT B−T (AAT )−1 B−1 Bb
1.6

= AT (AAT )−1 b = x0 .

1.4

The starting point is then computed from these variables:
λ0 = λ0 ,

x0 = x0 + δ̂x e,

1.2

s0 = s0 + δ̂s e,

where e = [1, · · · , 1]T and δ̂x and δ̂s are scalars given by
1

4

6

8
k

10

where Ā , [A − A] and c , [1, · · · , 1]T . Having solved
this LP problem, the solution of P1 , s, is obtained from si =
s̄i − s̄i+M , where si and s̄i are the i-th elements of s and s̄,
respectively. Now, if the LP solver gives the same solutions
for the input pairs (Ā, x) and (BĀ, Bx) the algorithm would
be invariant.
Due to its convexity, there are several algorithms for finding
the solution of LP. One such algorithm is the primal-dual
interior-point method. In the following, we show that this
algorithm is itself affine invariant. As such, not only the output
of the LP subroutine would be the same for (1) and (3), but
also the internal solution paths in the LP subroutine would be
identical for the two problems. Therefore, the computational
complexity of LP (and hence BP) is not affected by linear
transformations of the input. This does not hold, for example,
when the simplex algorithm is used for solving LP, in which
case the time complexity of the transformed problem may
grow exponentially compared to the untransformed problem.
Using the notation of [50, Chapters 13 and 14], an interiorpoint LP solver aims to solve:
x

cT x

Ax = b, x ≥ 0.

s.t.

The dual problem can be written as:
Maximize
x

bT λ

s.t.

x00 s00
,
2eT s00
in which x00 and s00 are
δ̂x =

Fig. 7.
A lower bound for the improvement of RIC when a linear
transformation is applied on random dictionaries of size 12 × 15. In this
figure δk /δ̃k is plotted versus k, where δk and δ̃k are the RICs of A and
BA, respectively. Here, B is chosen to be the matrix that minimizes the
condition number of BA.

Minimize

T

T
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AT λ + s = c, s ≥ 0.

Thus, s and λ are the variables of the dual problem. In the
following, we will show that for the starting point and for all
iterations, the equality

δ̂s =

x00 s00
,
2eT x00

3
x00 = x0 + (max(0, − min x0i ))e,
2 i
3
s00 = s0 + (max(0, − min s0i ))e.
2 i
Since x̃0 = x0 and s̃0 = s0 , it directly leads to x̃00 = x00 and
s̃ = s00 , and hence x̃0 = x0 and s̃0 = s0 .
b) Checking (24) in the iterations: In each iteration of the
interior-point LP algorithm, the variables of primial and dual
problems are updated according to [50]
00

(x, λ, s) ← (x, λ, s) + α(∆x, ∆λ, ∆s),
where α is a fixed coefficient and (∆x, ∆λ, ∆s) is the solution
of the following linear system:

 


∆x
−AT λ − s + c
0 AT I
 , (25)
 A 0
−Ax + b
0   ∆λ  = 
∆s
−XSe
S
0 X
in which S , diag(s) and X , diag(x). By induction, suppose
that (24) holds at the k-th iteration. In order to show that (24)
still holds at the (k + 1)-th iteration, it is enough to prove
(∆x̃, ∆λ̃, ∆s̃) = (∆x, B−T ∆λ, ∆s). Suppose (∆x, ∆λ, ∆s)
is the solution of (25), then:


 

∆x
0
AT BT I
−AT λ − s + c
 BA
0
0   B−T ∆λ  =  B(−Ax + b)  .
S
0
X
∆s
−XSe
Thus (∆x̃, ∆λ̃, ∆s̃) = (∆x, B−T ∆λ, ∆s) and the invariancy
of primal-dual interior-point algorithm (and BP) results. 
Proof of Lemma 2
SPGL1 is not invariant because it needs to solve a LASSO
problem [61] at each iteration, that is:
Minimize kAs − xk2 subject to ksk1 ≤ τ,
s

(x̃, λ̃, s̃) = (x, B−T λ, s)

(24)

holds.
a) Checking the starting point: Denote by (x0 , λ0 , s0 ) the
starting point of the algorithm. Let:
x0 , AT (AAT )−1 b,

λ0 , (AAT )−1 Ac,

s0 , c − A(AAT )−1 Ac.

where τ is a constant. The objective function of the LASSO
problem differs when A and x are substituted by BA and
Bx, respectively, and thus, the solutions differ in general. This
means that SPGL1 is non-invariant.

We have provided simple computer tests in Section V which
support the non-invariancy of SPGL1.
Proof of Lemma 3
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a) Checking the starting point:
s0 = AT (AAT )−1 x
s̃0 = (BA)T (BAAT BT )−1 Bx
= AT BT B−T (AAT )−1 B−1 Bx
= AT (AAT )−1 x = s0 .

(26)

b) Checking the iterations: each iteration consists of two steps:
i) Gradient ascent step: in this step s is updated according
to
s ← s + (µσ 2 )∇Fσ (s),
(27)
Since neither A nor x affects (27), s̃ = s holds after this step.
ii) Projection step: Assume that s̃k−1 = sk−1 (the inductive
hypothesis). Then we have:
sk = sk−1 − AT (AAT )−1 (Ask−1 − x)
s̃k = s̃k−1 − (BA)T (BAAT BT )−1 (BAs̃k−1 − Bx) (28)
T −1

= sk−1 − A (AA )

Proof of Lemma 5
We start by proving the invariancy of ICoSaMP and then
discuss the other algorithms. We need to show that for any matrices B1 and B2 , ICoSaMP finds the same sparsest solution
for the two following problems:
B1 As1 = B1 x,

= sk−1 − AT BT B−T (AAT )−1 B−1 B(Ask−1 − x)
T

The same phenomenon in general matrices, causes different
selections in the early stages which makes MP non-invariant.
The other three algorithms have similar steps. Despite minor
differences, they all have an initial correlation step followed
by updating the set of selected atoms and calculating the
new approximations and residuals. The correlation step that
makes MP non-invariant makes the others non-invariant in
exact same way as discussed above. Therefore, OMP, ROMP,
and CoSaMP are not invariant.
An empirical support for the non-invariancy of OMP was
provided by a simulated counter-example in Section V.


(Ask−1 − x) = sk .

B2 As2 = B2 x;


Proof of Lemma 4
We start by MP and then discuss the others. MP is a greedy
algorithm that expands the support set of s in each iteration
such that the correlation of the new atom with the residual of
the previous iteration is maximized. Mathematically, the first
step is to find the column of A (atom) that has the highest
correlation with x. Then this atom is added to the set of
selected variables and an approximation of x based on this
selected variable is calculated. In the next iteration, the atom
that has the highest correlation with the residual (difference
between actual and approximated x) is added to the set of
selected atoms, a new approximation and residual based on
the new set of selected atoms is calculated, and the whole
process is continued until a convergence criterion is met.
MP is non-invariant since its solutions can differ from
the very first iteration for linearly transformed problems.
When both the dictionary and observed vector undergo a
linear transformation, the correlations between the atoms and
the transformed observation vector can be quite different.
Denoting the i’th column of A by ai and inner products by
h·, ·i, in general, we have hai , xi =
6 hBai , Bxi for an invertible
matrix B.
As a small toy example to show this, consider x = [1, 2, 3]T ,
and:



 √
1/ 3 0 0
1 0 0



 √
A = 0 1 0 ; B = 1/ 3 1 0 ,
√
0 0 1
1/ 3 0 1
where B is chosen such that the columns of BA are also
normalized. Then the inner products of columns of A and x
are [1, 2, 3], and the inner products of columns of BA and
Bx (i.e., transformed problem) are [3.46, 2, 3]. Therefore, in
the first iteration of MP, for the first problem, the third atom is
chosen and for the second problem, the first atom is chosen.

i.e., s1 = s2 .
For the two problems, ICoSaMP first finds matrices C1 and
C2 such that the rows of A1 , C1 B1 A and A2 , C2 B2 A
are orthonormal, and then utilizes CoSaMP [38] to find the
sparsest solutions s1 and s2 of
A1 s1 = x1 ,
UA1 s2 = Ux1 ;
where x1 , C1 B1 x, x2 , C2 B2 x, and U ,
C2 B2 (C1 B1 )−1 is a unitary (i.e., orthonormal and square)
matrix, because according to the choice of C1 and C2 , both
A1 and UA1 have orthonormal rows. Denote the variables
of the two problems with indices 1 and 2; with T1 and T2
being the support sets of s1 and s2 and v1 and v2 being the
residuals in each iteration.
a) Starting Point: The starting point is s1 = s2 = 0, v1 =
x1 , and v2 = x2 = Ux1 .
b) Iterations: By induction, assume that s1 = s2 , T1 = T2 ,
and v2 = Uv1 at the k-th iteration. The new elements of
the support set T at the (k + 1)-th iteration are chosen as
the largest elements of y1 = A1 H v1 and y2 = A2 H v2 =
(UA1 )H Uv1 = A1 H v1 = y1 , where the third equality is
due to orthonormality of U. Hence, T1 = T2 at the (k + 1)th iteration. Denote by s|T and A|T the matrices obtained
by omitting the rows of s and A whose indices are not in
the set T . Then, the sparse vectors s1 and s2 are updated as
†
†
s1 |T1 = (A1 |T ) x1 = (A2 |T ) x2 = s2 |T2 and s1 |T1c = s2 |T2c =
†
0, where (·) denotes pseudo-inverse operation. In the same
way, the new residual vectors are v2 = x2 − A2 s2 = U(x1 −
A1 s1 ) = Uv1 . Thus, s1 = s2 and ICoSaMP is invariant.
IMP, IOMP, and IROMP follow similar steps: in each
iteration, adding one or more atoms that have the highest
correlation with residual and then, updating the approximation
and the residual. In the same way described above, we can
show that the orthogonalization causes the original and linearly
transformed problems to have the same set of correlations and
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consequently, the same set of chosen atoms and approximations. Thus, IMP, IOMP, and IROMP are also invariant. 
Proof of Lemma 6
a) The starting point: The invariancy of this initial point
(which is also the starting point in SL0) was verified in (26).
b) Checking the iterations: The following transformation
operates on sk in each iteration:

To prove (21), we need to bound the approximation error:
∀r ≤ R, |an (θm ) −

=

π

X

Jl (kr)ejl(θm −ϕn + 2 )

|l|>n

X

|Jl (kr)|

|l|>n

†

where Wk , diag(sk−1 ), and (·) denotes pseudo-inverse
operation. Assume that W̃k = Wk (the inductive hypothesis).
Then, we have:
s̃k = W̃k (BAW̃k )† Bx
= Wk (BAWk )† Bx
= Wk (AWk )T BT B−T (AWk Wk T AT )B−1 Bx
= Wk (AWk )T (AWk Wk T AT )x
= Wk (AWk )† x = sk ,
yielding the invariancy of FOCUSS.

(j)l Jl (kr)e−jlϕn ejlθm |

l=−n

≤
sk = Wk (AWk )† x

n
X



Proof of Lemma 7
The exhaustive search algorithm needs to solve exactly
m
rank(A) systems of linear equations and finds the exact solution. Hence, its performance is not affected by preconditioning.

Proof of Lemma 8
In IHT with starting point s0 = s̃0 = 0, we have s1 =
Hs (AT x) and s̃1 = Hs (AT BT Bx). Similar to the proof of
Lemma 4, these two solutions are not equal and thus, IHT is
not invariant. This non-invariance is independent of the starting
point, because for any starting points s0 , we have Hs (s0 +
AT (x − As0 )) 6= Hs (s0 + AT BT (Bx − BAs0 )) in general.
The same argument can be made for the first step of HTP and
conclude that the selected supports will be different for the
original and transformed problems. Therefore, HTP is noninvariant too.

Proof of Lemma 9
The proof is somewhat similar to the proof of Lemma 5.
Define A1 , A2 , x1 , x2 , and U exactly as defined in the proof
of Lemma 5. To prove the inavriancy of IIHT, it suffices to
show AT1 (x1 − A1 s) = AT1 UT (Ux1 − UA1 s) for any s,
x and unitary U. The equality is obvious because we have
UT U = I. Thus, with equal starting points, the updates are
exactly the same in each iteration of IIHT, and thus, IIHT is
invariant.
For IHTP, the invariancy of the first step (support estimation) follows from the argument in the previous paragraph.
It remains to show that the second step is also invariant.
For a unitary matrix U, the minimizers of kA1 s − x1 k2 and
kUA1 s − Ux1 k2 over the same support are the same. Thus,
the second step of IHTP is also invariant. This completes the
proof.

Proof of Bound in Equation (21)

∞
X

 2m+l
(−1)m
kr
=
m!(m + l)! 2
|l|>n m=0


 2m X
 l
∞
X
1 kr
1
kr 

≤
m!
2
(m
+
l)!
2
m=0
|l|>n
!
!

2m
∞
X
X 1  kR l
kR
1
≤2
(m!)2
2
l!
2
m=0
l>n


X 1 kR l
= 2I0 (kR)
l!
2
l>n


X 1 kR l
≤ 2ekR
,
l!
2
X

l>n

(29)
where I0 (x) is the zero order modified bessel function of the
first kind and the inequality I0 (x) ≤ ex is proved in [62]. The
implication in the third line is due to:
Jl (x) =

∞
X

(−1)m  x 2m+l
.
m!(m + l)! 2
m=0

It follows from the assumption n ≥ kR, that:

n +l
X 1  kR l X
1
kR 
=
l!
2
(n + l)!
2
l>n
l≥1

n X 
l
kR
1
kR
(30)
≤
n !
2
2n
l≥1

n
kR 
1
.
≤
n !
2
√
n
Finally, using the Stirling approximation, n! ≥ 2πn ne ,
we have
n
X
∀r ≤ R, |an (θm ) −
(j)l Jl (kr)e−jlϕn ejlθm |
l=−n

n
kR 
2

n
1
kR 

≤ 2ekR √
n
2
2πn ne
 n  n
1
1


≤ 2e(n −ln  ) √
n n
e2
2πn e
2
=√
<
2πn
1
≤ 2ekR
n !



(31)
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